Today's era of packet switched networks demands larger bandwidth to suffice the need to integrate multimedia applications like Internet gaming, transmission of voice etc. It becomes necessary to judge the network performance with the allocated bandwidth. Network performance depends mainly on the efficiency of the protocol used in addition to load on the network, the transmission system type and the connected hardware capabilities. The performance of the two versions of Internet Protocol IPv4 and IPv6 is tested as well as compared on CentOS and windows 2007 operating systems for different voice samples, DNS traffic, data traffic and Internet gaming traffic characteristics like counterstrike and Quake III. The transport layer data traffic and the application layer DNS and voice traffic was generated using the latest version of Distributed Internet Traffic Grapher tool; D-ITG 2.8.0 rc1.The effect of transmitting voice over IP with compressed RTP and with and without voice activity detection is also observed.
INTRODUCTION
Version 4 of Internet Protocol has worked well to its maximum capacity since the birth of the Internet. Due to its shortcomings like limited addressing capability, poor Quality of service ,security and mobility issues to name a few it is gradually been replaced by higher version 6 of Internet Protocol.16 byte IPv6 address can identify 10 28 more hosts in
Internet as compared to 4 million hosts identified by 4 byte IPv4 address [1] . Today the Internet has grown to a stage of even interconnecting multiples of millions of small things with the support of IPv6.It is not affordable to discard the existing IPv4 network infrastructure, so several mechanisms have been implemented for the transition to IPv6 networks .In view of the coexistence of IPv4 and IPv6 it becomes necessary to test their performance. In this paper we measured and compared the performance of versions 4 and 6 of Internet Protocols on the latest operating system CentOS and windows 2007 in peer to peer environments using throughput as the primary metric. We also tested their performance with jitter measurements since it is an important measure when voice is transmitted through Internet.
The paper is structured to explain transmission of IP packets, transmission of Voice over IP, DNS and Internet gaming in section 2. Network test platform is explained in section 3.
Performance tests results and discussion is covered in section 4 followed by conclusion in section 5.
COMMUNICATION WITH IP 2.1 Transmission of IP packets
Internet Protocol(IP) the network layer protocol of TCP/IP model is connectionless and carries 32 bit address for version 4 (or 128 bit address for version 6) in its header to ensure host to host delivery of packets.However no field of IP header can identify the process from which the message is sent. Different processes running on an application are identified by port numbers which are a part of TCP and UDP protocol headers at transport layer [2, 3] .So IP Packet is always transmitted along with TCP and UDP. The TCP header is 20 bytes, UDP header is 8 bytes, IPv4 header is 20 bytes and IPv6 header is 40 bytes (fixed) or 60 bytes (with options). IP packet is composed of IP header and data. Therefore, Thus when IPv4 packet is transmitted using TCP, And when IPv4 packet is transmitted using UDP, (Since the payload length in IPv6 header does not include the header length). Thus when IPv6 packet is transmitted using TCP, And when IPv6 packet is transmitted using UDP, One of the strongest features of IP is that it works with any underlying physical layer technology. When IP packets are transmitted over Ethernet they are encapsulated in a frame with a minimum and maximum length of 64 bytes and 1518 bytes respectively. The Ethernet frame has 14 bytes header and 4 bytes trailer. Therefore minimum size of IP packet that can travel through Ethernet is 46 bytes (64bytes-14bytes-4 bytes) and its maximum size is 1500 bytes (1518bytes-14bytes-4bytes) [4] .when less than 46 bytes IP packet is transmitted options field of its header is used to pad the extra bytes required and when more than 1500 bytes IP packet is transmitted fragmentation and reassembly [5] is done by IP. This fragmentation and reassembly increases processing overhead thereby reducing the network speed.
Transmission of Voice over IP (VoIP)
CODEC (Compressor and Decompressor) is required to convert the analogue voice into digital before transmitting it through IP (Internet Protocol) networks [6] . Every conversation is an amalgam of voice period and silence period. In order to save bandwidth VAD (voice activity detection) is used which aids in the transmission of only voice by isolating the silence. Real time voice is always carried by RTP (Real Time Protocol) over UDP (User Datagram Protocol) [7] .Thus when voice is transmitted over IP;
If 40 bytes voice sample is transmitted then overhead caused due to IPv4 is 50% (40/80) and that caused due to IPv6 is 60% (60/100) thereby resulting in bandwidth wastage. To avoid the latter Compressed RTP (Crtp) is used which reduces the headers to two or four bytes [8, 9] .
DNS and Internet gaming
Applications running on Internet require Domain Name System (DNS) to map the difficult to remember lengthy numeric IP addresses with the user friendly names. Gaming applications like First Person Shooter (FPS) on Internet are characterized by counterstrike and Quake3 traffic [10] . Since Internet games contribute to maximum traffic nowadays throughput tests are also carried for the aforesaid traffic characteristics.
NETWORK TEST PLATFORM
We carried our performance tests on two computers with similar hardware specifications and connected in fast Ethernet via category 6 crossover cable as seen in figure1.Both the computers were dual booted with CentOS and windows 2007.We connected the two computers with a point to point link to avoid degradation in the network speed due to the effects of processing overheads at the intermediate nodes.
Figure1: Network Test Platform
The computers were first booted with CentOS; their IP stacks were configured for version 4 and then were tested for connectivity by using ping utility for IPv4 address. We got a successful ping reply for the default 56 bytes of ICMP data as seen in figure2.We then carried the performance tests for IPv4 on CentOS.
Figure2: IPv4 Ping results for CentOS
We then used ping6 utility for IPv6 address and got the successful reply again with the default 56 bytes of ICMP data as seen in figure3.After this connectivity confirmation reply we carried the performance tests for IPv6 on CentOS. Then 
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Figure3: IPv6 Ping results for CentOS
Traffic Generation Tool
D-ITG 2.8.0rc1 [11] generates traffic at the higher three layers of the Internet and measures performance metrics like throughput, jitter, and delay.
Throughput
It is measured in terms of the number of bits, bytes or packets transmitted over a specified amount of time in seconds. It is an important metric as it depicts how fast data can be transmitted. The equation below gives the relationbetween throughput in bits per second and packets per sec.
Jitter
It is varied delay in milliseconds and an important measure when voice is being transmitted over IP. 
PERFORMANCE TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
UDP/IPv4 and UDP/IPv6 Throughput comparison on windows 2007 and CentOS.
As seen in figure 5 , 
Overhead comparison for both versions of IP over TCP and UDP traffic
Protocol Overhead is expressed in percentage and it is the ratio of the header size in bytes to the total bytes in the data unit. Thus for IP,
Table1:TCP/IP and UDP/ IP Overheads for both versions of IP.
Table1 depicts the IPv4 and IPv6 overheads for 32 bytes of data for both transport layer protocols. It is seen that the TCP overheads are higher for both versions of IP than the corresponding UDP overheads due to the 20 bytes TCP header as opposed to 8 bytes UDP header.
Figure6 depicts that as the data bytes size increases the percentage overhead for both versions of IP over both TCP and UDP decreases. Due to fragmentation at higher data bytes beyond 1500 bytes more headers are created which leads to increase in overhead and hence IPv6 throughput is significantly less than that of IPv4 for both TCP and UDP. Figure9 depicts that CentOS performs well for DNS-TCP traffic over IPv4 as compared to that with windows 2007.However the later performs well for DNS-TCP traffic over IPv6 as compared to that with CentOS. Moreover on CentOS DNS-TCP throughput for IPv6 is at a lower side by 7.5 % than that for IPv4 and on windows 2007 it is at a lower side by 2.04% than that for IPv4. On both operating systems IPv6 shows lower throughput performance as compared to that of IPv4 for higher size of data bytes due to its higher overhead.

On both operating systems TCP shows lower throughput performance as compared to that of UDP for higher size of data bytes due to its higher overhead.  Larger the data bytes size lesser is the percentage overhead but more is the overhead due to fragmentation and reassembly.  However on both operating systems TCP shows lower jitter performance as compared to that of UDP for higher size of data bytes.  IPv4 has slightly higher throughput performance than that of IPv6 for both DNS-TCP and DNS-UDP on both operating systems.  Throughput performance for Quake3 traffic characteristics is highest among the three traffic characteristics. Throughput of counter strike traffic characteristics during the active phase of the game is better by maximum of 64.15% than that during that during the inactive phase of the game. 
